
 
  

  
  

      
  

     
   

 

   
  

  

      
      

      
    

       
     

    

      
    

  

     
     

     

    
       

       
  

   
 

    
      

     

     
  

Video/Audio Transcript 
Video Title: October 2016 News In Review 
Date: November 7, 2016 
Running Time: 1:16 

0:00	 [A logo on a white background reads: “University of Guelph Humber”, with text, “News in 
Review” displayed to the right of the logo.] 

0:04	 [Writing fades. An image of a gavel lying on a sound block appears with text coming from above 
to rest in the center screen, “Alpha Phi Sigma invited Maria Shepherd to speak for wrongful 
conviction day.] 

0:10 	 [The image and text fade, an image of a scale appears with text coming from below to rest in the 
center screen, “For 25 years, Ms. Shepherd was considered guilty of a crime she didn’t commit 
and now works to exonerate other innocent people.”] 

0:18	 [The image and text fade, an image of Dr. Don Moore wearing a blue dress shirt, and third-year 
student Ryley Liddle wearing a black shirt standing in front of a white wall appears with text 
coming from below to rest center screen, “Dr. Don Moore and third year student Ryley Liddle 
launched a research project called Terrorizing Media.”] 

0:25	 [The image and text fade, an image of Dr. Don Moore appears in black and white, with text 
coming in from the right to rest center screen, “The project casts a critical eye on how Canadian 
media talks about terrorism.”] 

0:31	 [The image and text fade, an image of Dr. Mandy Wintink appears wearing a white shirt with a 
teal blazer, with text coming from below to rest off-center on the left of the screen, “Dr. Mandy 
Wintink released a new book called Self Science.”] 

0:36	 [The image and text fade, and another image of Dr. Mandy Wintink appears wearing a white 
shirt and teal blazer, with text coming from the right to rest off-center on the right of the screen, 
“Dr. Wintink’s book uses the lessons of neuroscience research to improve our daily lives.”] 

0:42	 [The image and text fade, a split-screen compilation of three images appears, a volcanic 
pool/spring in New Zealand on the left, Solfar the Sun Voyager statue in Rejkjavik Iceland on the 
top right, and a close-up of a student with the Great Wall of China reflected in their sunglasses 
on the bottom right, with text coming from above to rest center screen, “Winning entries from 
trips like China, New Zealand and Iceland were announced for this year’s Study Abroad Photo 
Contest.”] 

0:49	 [The text remain stationary while the images flip, a split-screen compilation of four images 
appears, a pond with traditional Japanese buildings on the top right, a skyline of trees over a 
lake at sunset on the bottom left, and a couple of seaplanes on a lake near a dock on the right.] 

0:57	 [The images and text fade, an image of Holly Boyne standing with hands crossed on the rail of a 
ledge appears, with text coming from below to rest just below the center screen, “Fourth-year 



 
 

     
    

   

   
  

  

student Holly Boyne shared the story of her field placement working with a school 
psychologist.”] 

1:04	 [The images and text fade, another image of Holly Boyne appears smiling, wearing a blue shirt, 
with text coming from the left to rest off-center on the left of the screen, “’I was there as a 
student, but she treated me like a professional.’ Holly Boyne says.”] 

1:11	 [The image and text fade, a logo on a white background appears with text “University of Guelph-
Humber”, with the text “News in Review” displayed to the right of the logo.] 

1:15	 [Fades to black] 


